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Romulus 

Belonging 

1. What you own – memoirs are your greatest and most influential possession – even the 

different ones. They are belongings you cannot discard – they confront, shape who you are, 

disturb you, encourage you, warm you – and startle you often, when they are required. They 

bring joy – and pain.  

This is key to the dramatic reference to the biographical genre. 3 Strong EVENTS, personal 

dynamics 

As part of the journey through the perceptions of memory – belonging to PLACE 

2. Belonging is very much about – where you are – [ note wheres ] PLACES = physical places 

feed the spirit - * 2 Places 

And who you are with – Group: you belong to at a particular point in time � personal 

journey is a set of belongings – belonging to Father and Son, Mother and Son, Family, 

Cultural Group, the Migrant (Strong, emotional impact) 

(pg. 170) ‘my father loved to be among people, a fact that made he was at Baringhup so very 

hard” PEOPLE NEEDED TO BELONG *descriptions of place. NB: the ‘poetic quality’.  

3. The physical space you inhabit at any time impacts your sense of self and how you feel and 

the physical impact of the spirit. LANGUAGE 

4. Physical places are additionally important in a spiritual + physical journey of the immigrant – 

in seeking to belong to their new landscape and culture. Places they live out. THE HOSPITAL 

5. Belong to life (pg. 121) His father’s powerful embracing of the Gift of Life (prayer for the 

dead) in the Book of Common Prayer. View of others – dark – he and all are victims of fate 

and share/belong to a common humanity destined for suffering i.e. belonging (-) you have as 

a member of humanity. Moral judgements 

The Hospital 

(pg.123) The hospital was a ‘foreign world’ which his father belong to but which conflicted in 

its beliefs with the values he had which had helped in survive his childhood. Father and Son 

belonged to different world – alienating them. It destroyed the bond of connection between 

them. This separation, this feeling of not belonging is captured in the descriptive language: 

“the hills were ‘grey… granite boulders… prehistoric” The grave was ‘burnt yellow’ The 

intensity of the experience is captured in imagery. This place externally experienced the 

suffering that belonged to him and stayed with him forever. ‘The glorious, tall, burnt yellow 

grasses moving irregularly against a deep blue sky, documented the images of mu childhood 

and gave colour to my freedom and also to my understanding of suffering’ 

6. (See pages 171-173) Sometimes, the moral and spiritual beliefs you have make it hard to 

belong to your reality. i.e. Romulus; return to Yugoslavia in 1981 is unsuccessful. Ritualised 

hospitality is not an affirmation of a welcoming belonging. 


